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1. Final BCG on-campus event in Trinity Term 2016 – "Introduction to
consulting and BCG"
2. Test your memory with a short online game, and help Student Minds in the
process!
3. Running in Oxford survey
4. IMAGINE IF! accelerator programme

1. Final BCG on-campus event in Trinity Term 2016 – "Introduction to
consulting and BCG"
Heard about consulting, and want to learn more about it? Interested in working for a fastgrowing company in a dynamic, team-oriented environment? Looking to be challenged
whilst receiving strong developmental support?
If you want to know the answers to these questions and more, join BCG for our final oncampus event of Trinity Term 2016. We will talk about what consultancy entails as a
career, share with you our experiences of working at BCG, and discuss what the job
involves on a day-to-day basis. We will also briefly cover the application process and
deadlines, and end with Q&A / networking.
Location: Saskatchewan Lecture Theatre, Exeter College
Date and time: June 9th, 6:30pm
Event duration: about 1 hour, with drinks and nibbles at the end
The event is open to everyone; absolutely no business experience required to
attend!
If you are interested, please use the link below to sign up:
https://talent.bcg.com/Events?folderId=10009187&source=Event&tags=oxford%7CIntro
+to+consulting%7C2016
About BCG
BCG is a global management consulting firm and the world's leading advisor on business
strategy. We partner with clients from the private, public, and not-for-profit sectors in all
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regions to identify their highest-value opportunities, address their most critical challenges,
and transform their enterprises.

-------2. Test your memory with a short online game, and help Student Minds in the
process!
Researchers at the Department of Experimental Psychology are conducting a study
investigating the memory capacity of Oxford students. Previous participants have had lots
of fun hunting for treasure in our online game, and it will allow you to compare your
working memory to other Oxford students. For every completed session (around 20
minutes) we will donate £1 to Student Minds, the UK’s leading student mental health
charity. Visit eelkespaak.nl/wmgame/ to play! Email Daniel.Morris@new.ox.ac.uk if you
have any questions
---3. Running in Oxford survey
The survey should take less than 5 minutes of anyone's time, and is less than 10 questions
long, but each additional respondent is very useful to us. Please note that non-runners are
just as useful as respondents as active runners.
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/VK2NDLM
We would like to thank you in advance for your help in this project.
------------4. IMAGINE IF! accelerator programme
The IMAGINE IF! accelerator programme is organised by the Innovation Forum to
identify and accelerate disruptive ideas in the fields of biotech, health and life sciences,
material sciences, medtech and clean tech. The accelerator will provide invaluable
opportunities to early stage science-based ventures including mentorship, the potential to
secure non-diluted capital (>£30K), free laboratory space and advice from leading
professional service companies. For more information about the accelerator,
visit: www.inno-forum.org/accelerator/
Join us for our launch event in Oxford, UK:
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 Find out the key dates
 Hear talks from other successful entrepreneurs
 Network with other entrepreneurs
 Build teams and talk to our mentors over drinks and nibbles

WHEN:
Monday, June 13, 2016 from 6:30 PM to 8:30 PM (BST) - Add to Calendar
WHERE:
Tingewick Hall - JR Hospital , Oxford - View Map
To register, Click Here. We look forward to meeting you!
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